Topological Weyl semimetals (WSM), a new state of quantum matter with gapless nodal bulk spectrum and open Fermi arc surface states, have recently sparked enormous interest in condensed matter physics. Based on the symmetry and fermiology, it has been proposed that WSMs can be broadly classified into two types, type-I and type-II Weyl semimetals. While the undoped, conventional, type-I WSMs have point like Fermi surface and vanishing density of states (DOS) at the Fermi energy, the type-II Weyl semimetals break Lorentz symmetry explicitly and have tilted conical spectra with electron and hole pockets producing finite DOS at the Fermi level. The tilted conical spectrum and finite DOS at Fermi level in type-II WSMs have recently been shown to produce interesting effects such as a chiral anomaly induced longitudinal magnetoresistance that is strongly anisotropic in direction and a novel anomalous Hall effect. In this work, we consider the anomalous Nernst effect in type-II WSMs in the absence of an external magnetic field using the framework of semi-classical Boltzmann theory. Based on both a linearized model of time-reversal breaking WSM with a higher energy cut-off and a more realistic lattice model, we show that the anomalous Nernst response in these systems is strongly anisotropic in space, and can serve as a reliable signature of type-II Weyl semimetals in a host of magnetic systems with spontaneously broken time reversal symmetry.
I. INTRODUCTION
The theoretical prediction and the subsequent experimental discovery of topological insulators [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] revolutionized the band theory of solids. Topological insulators exhibit a full spectral gap in the bulk but robust gapless conducting states with non-degenerate spin texture protected by topology on the surface. Such topological systems with full spectral gap in the bulk have been classified into ten symmetry classes based on the presence or absence of discrete non-spatial symmetries such as time reversal, particle-hole, and the chiral symmetry [7] [8] [9] [10] . It has also been shown recently [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] that topological states of matter can exist even when the bulk spectrum is gapless, and these systems fall outside the ten-fold classification of topological insulators and superconductors. Three dimensional topological Weyl semimetals (WSM), a new state of quantum matter with gapless spectrum at bulk nodal points and spin non-degenerate open Fermi arc states on the surface, fall into this class and have recently sparked enormous interest in condensed matter physics [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
In WSMs a pair of non-degenerate energy bands touch at isolated points in the momentum space, and the low energy excitations near the band touching points, known as Weyl points, disperse linearly along all three momentum directions. The Weyl points act as source and sink of Abelian Berry curvature, which is an analog of magnetic field but defined in the momentum space [24] [25] [26] [27] . Weyl semimetals are different from Dirac semimetals, which are topologically protected in the presence of time reversal, space inversion and a lattice symmetry of the underlying crystal, in that WSMs violate space inversion and/or time reversal symmetry and are topologically protected by a non-zero quantized flux of Berry curvature across the Fermi surface known as the Chern number 28, 29 . The Chern number is equal to the strength of the Berry magnetic monopole enclosed by the Fermi surface, while the monopole charge (also called chirality) summed over all the Weyl points in the Brillouin zone vanishes 30, 31 . In recent studies several materials have been theoretically predicted to be Weyl semimetals, with experimental confirmation in several candidate materials such as, TaAs, NbAs, TaP, NbP [13] [14] [15] [16] [32] [33] [34] [35] .
In WSMs violation of Lorentz invariance, existence of non-trivial Berry curvature in the momentum space, and the (approximate) separate conservation of the number of Weyl electrons of different chiralities, lead to many anomalous transport and optical properties, such as anomalous Hall effect, dynamic chiral magnetic effect which is related to optical gyrotropy, and most importantly, nagative longitudional magnetoresistance in the presence of parallel electric and magnetic fields, due to non-conservation of separate electron numbers of opposite chirality for relativistic massless Fermions, an effect known as the chiral Adler-Bell-Jackiw anomaly 11, 22, [29] [30] [31] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] .
In recent work 17, 18 it has been proposed that based on the symmetry and fermiology WSMs can be broadly classified into two types, type-I and type-II Weyl semimetals. While the conventional type-I WSMs have point-like Fermi surface and vanishing density of states at the Fermi energy, the WSMs of type-II break Lorentz symmetry explicitly, resulting in a tilted conical spectra with electron and hole pockets producing finite density of states at the Fermi level 17, 18, 41 . The tilting can be generated in many different ways, e.g., by change in chemical doping or strain in different directions 42 . The tilted conical spectra and the finite density of states at the Fermi level in type-II WSMs have been shown to produce interesting effects such as chiral anomaly induced longi-tudinal magnetoresistance which is strongly anisotropic in space and a novel anomalous Hall effect 43, 44 . In this work we consider the anomalous Nernst effect in type-II Weyl semimetals in the framework of semi-classical Boltzmann theory 43, [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . Based on both a linearized dispersion model of time-reversal breaking WSMs and the corresponding lattice model, we show that the anomalous Nernst response in type-II WSMs is finite, sharply increases with decreasing chemical potential, and is strongly anisotropic in space, which can serve as a reliable signature of type-II Weyl semimetals in a host of magnetic systems with spontaneously broken time reversal symmetry.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section II we introduce a linearized dispersion model for type-II WSMs with a higher energy cut-off. In section III we briefly discuss the derivation of the semiclassical Boltzmann distribution formula which we have used for calculating the anomalous Nernst response. The results of our calculation of Nernst signal and anisotropy have been included in section IV, where we have considered both the low energy linearized Hamiltonian of a type-II WSM as well as a more realistic lattice model. We include discussion of our central results in section IV. We end with a brief conclusion in section V.
II. LOW ENERGY LINEARIZED HAMILTONIAN FOR TOPOLOGICAL WSM
The low-energy linearized model for a time reversal broken type-II WSM with a single pair of Weyl points separated and tilted along the k z direction is described by the Hamiltonian,
where σ's are the Pauli matrices and σ 0 is the 2 × 2 unit matrix. As unbounded linear dispersion model is not realistic we have used higher energy and momentum cut-offs in the following calculations. Fermi velocity of electrons in the absence of tilting is written as v. For numerical calculations the Fermi velocity v is chosen as 10 6 m/s and the energy cutoff taken as 0.3 eV. In Eq. (1) the two Weyl points of opposite chirality are located at (0, 0, ±Q) in the momentum space. We assume the momentum space splitting between the Weyl points as Q = 5 nm. The type of Weyl points is defined by the tilting parameters C 1,2 . For |C 1,2 | < v the Weyl cones do not touch the Fermi surface. So for these values of the tilting parameters the system is a WSM of type-I. When |C 1,2 | = v, the Weyl cones touch Fermi surface and is the critical point between transition from WSM-I to WSM-II. Finally, for |C 1,2 | > v the Weyl cones go inside the Fermi surface and the system is a WSM of type-II with electron and hole pockets and a finite density of states at the Fermi level. In Fig. (1 b,c) we have shown WSM of type-I where the Weyl cones, though tilted, do not touch the Fermi surface. In Fig. (2 a,b ) Weyl cones touch the Fermi surface so are at the critical point between transition from type-I to type-II. Fig. (2 c,d ) show type-II WSM with electron and hole pockets coexisting with topologically protected Weyl points. In the following, for calculations using the linearized dispersion model we will take C 2 = −C 1 , as is usually the case (but not always, see Sec. IV C) when the linearized model arises from a microscopic lattice model of type-II WSMs.
III. NERNST EFFECT IN THE PRESENCE OF BERRY CURVATURE
Generally Nernst response can be seen as a generation of electric field in the presence of a transverse temperature gradient. Conventionally Nernst effect can be observed in the presence of an external magnetic field transverse to the applied temperature gradient, but a non-trivial Berry curvature [24] [25] [26] [27] 50, 51 can also give rise to anomalous contribution to Hall and the Nernst signal. In the presence of electric field (E) and temperature gradient (∇T) the linear response equations can be written as,
From Eq. (2) the Nernst coefficient can be defined as,
where ( dT dx ) is the applied temperature gradient inx direction and E y is the electric field generated in thê y direction.
Usually, the longitudinal conductivity σ xx is much greater than the Hall conductivity σ xy (σ xx >> σ xy ), as is the case in this paper, so we neglect σ 2 xy in the denominator. With this approximation, the expression for the Nernst coefficient becomes
where θ H = σ xy /σ xx is called the Hall angle and θ P = α xy /α xx is called the Peltier angle.
It is now well known that the presence of non-trivial Berry curvature in systems with broken time reversal symmetry can give rise to an anomalous contribution to the Hall signal even in the absence of an external magnetic field.
In systems with broken inversion symmetry but in which the time reversal symmetry remains unbroken the anomalous contribution to the Hall effect vanishes. In the presence of Berry curvature, the semi-classical equations of motion for the position coordinate of an electron wave packet is given by,
Similarly the equation of motion for the momentum coordinate in the presence of both electric and magnetic fields is given by,ṗ
It is clear from Eqs. (5, 6 ) that a non-zero Berry curvature Ω k acts as a pseudo magnetic field in the equations of motion of an electron, albeit one that is defined in the momentum space.
Solving the coupled equations, Eqs. (5,6), forṙ andṗ and simplifying them we get,
where,
is a nontrivial phase-space factor arising from non-zero Poisson brackets of the coordinates 52 . In Eqs. (7,8) we
We now use Eqs. (7, 8) forṙ andṗ to solve the semiclassical Boltzmann equations in the relaxation time approximation 53, 54 , resulting in,
where τ is the scattering time of electrons, which for simplicity we take as independent of momentum. In Eq. (10) f k is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function with perturbation and f eq is the equilibrium Fermi-Dirac distribution. The linear response relations between the charge and the applied fields can be stated as,
We will consider the case when E = 0 and derive the longitudinal and transverse conductivities. We consider particular arrangement relevant for experimental measurements i.e. ∇T = ∇ x Tx, B = Bẑ and E = 0. After making substitutions forṙ andṗ from Eqs. (7, 8) in Boltzmann Eq. (10) we get,
We use the following expression of f k with correction factor Λ for finite magnetic field,
Using this expression [Eq. (13)] of f k in Eq. (12) we find,
We find that Λ z = 0 as this equation must be valid for all values of v. The equation can be simplified as,
We now introduce two complex variables V = v x + iv y and Λ = Λ x − iΛ y to solve this equation and can be rewritten in this way,
For convenience of notation we define,
We now write lengthy expressions for c x , c y as,
In the presence of B and Ω k , the expression for the charge current J also modified 55 by the factor D(B, Ω k ) [Eq. 9]. The modified J can be rewritten as,
Using expressions for c x , c y [Eqs . (17, 18) ] in the previously mentioned expressions of f k [Eq . (13) ], f k can be written in terms of c x , c y and D as, 
In the above expression,
are the band velocities of electrons and
(2π) 3 denotes integration over the 3D momentum space.
Similarly the electrical conductivity tensors in the presence of electric field can be obtained as,
For realistic values of the chemical potentials c x , c y , D reduce to, c x − D → −1 and c y → ωτ where ω is the cyclotron frequency, ω = eB m (m is the effective mass of electrons). By realistic values of chemical potential we mean µ in range of 15 meV-100 meV 18, 56, 57 . According to this approximation longitudinal conductivity tensors can be simplified to,
Using full expressions of c x , c y [Eqs. (17, 18) ], D [Eq. (9) ] and keeping terms only upto linear order in B the transverse conductivity tensors can be obtained as,
As in this paper we are focusing only on anomalous contributions, in the absence of an external magnetic field, the transverse conductivity tensors simplifies to,
For the calculations of the Berry curvatures we use the expression 50 ,
where ε n is the energy of the n-th band and the sum is over all eigenstates |m of the Hamiltonian excluding the eigenstate |n . From the denominator of the expression it is clear that the Berry curvature peaks up near the band touching points which in the present work are precisely the Weyl points. So in our calculations with the linearized model the Berry curvature has peaks at (0, 0, ±Q) in the momentum space, which give rise to the anomalous Hall and Nernst effects even in the absence of an external magnetic field.
IV. RESULTS
In this section we first discuss the anomalous Nernst signal from the low energy linearized model with a high energy cutoff followed by the results from a lattice model of WSMs where the tilt is in the k z direction. We also point out the role of the entropy density s k in the results for the Nernst signal in the linearized model for opposite tilts of the Weyl cones. We then consider a lattice model for type-II WSMs with the tilt in the k x direction and illustrate the main result of this work, a significant anisotropy in the anomalous Nernst signal depending on the direction of the temperature gradient, which can be used as a signature of type-II Weyl semimetals with broken time reversal symmetry.
A. Anomalous Nernst Signal in the low energy linearized model
The anomalous Nernst response in the presence of Berry curvature can be calculated from the Eqs. (4, 25, 26, 29, 30, 31) . 5)). The slopes of the curves change when the system makes the transition from type-I to type-II WSM, i.e., upto |C1| < v the slope is negative whereas for |C1| > v the slope is positive, which indicates a qualitative change in the behavior of the anomalous Nernst signal at the critical point |C1| = v. It is important to note that for a fixed value of the tilting parameter the anomalous Nernst signal increases with decreasing values of the chemical potential, i.e., as the system approaches the undoped limit
The anomalous Nernst signal (ν) on the tilting parameter C 1 (we take C 2 = −C 1 in the linearized model) for a set of finite values of the chemical potential is shown in Fig. (3) . As mentioned before, here we have introduced an energy and momentum cut-off as unbounded linear dispersion is not realistic for physical Weyl semimetals. In the realistic systems there will be intrinsic energymomentum cutoff arising from the lattice parameter in a realistic lattice model description of the WSMs. Here in the approximate linearized model we observe that the anomalous Nernst signal has a negative slope with the tilting parameter for WSM type-I region from C 1 /v = −1 to C 1 /v = 1. For WSM of type-II C 1 /v > 1 and C 1 /v < −1 the Nernst signal has a positive slope with the tilting parameter. It is important to note that for a fixed value of the tilting parameter the anomalous Nernst signal increases with decreasing values of the chemical potential, i.e., with the system approaching the undoped limit. In the limit of C 1 /v −→ ∞ or C 1 /v −→ −∞ the Nernst signal converges to a finite value which approximately vanishes.
The entropy density
for the linearized model is shown in Fig. (4) . We observe For a lattice model of the time reversal breaking Weyl semimetal with an intrinsic energy-momentum cut-off provided by the lattice spacing we take the Hamiltonian,
where γ is the tilt parameter along the k z direction, σ's are the Pauli matrices and σ 0 is the 2 × 2 unit matrix. We take the lattice parameter k 0 = π/2, t x = t and m = 2t for our numerical calculations. The Hamiltonian in Eq. (33) produces two Weyl points located at (0, 0, ±π/2) in the momentum space and makes a transition from type-I to type-II at γ/t = ±2 when the chemical potential µ is zero. We calculate Nernst signal for this lattice model according to Eqs . (4, 25, 26, 29, 30, 31) . The dependence of the anomalous Nernst signal on the tilt parameter γ has been plotted in considerably different from that in the linearized model. The most important difference is at zero tilting (γ = 0), for which we find a finite Nernst signal (in fact a peak plotted as a function of γ), in contrast to zero Nernst signal for the untilted Weyl nodes in the linearized model. Fig. 5 , therefore, establishes the fact that the vanishing of the anomalous Nernst effect for γ = 0 is an artifact of the linearized model. This result agrees with Ref . [58] , where only the case of γ = 0 was considered, and disagrees with the results for anomalous Nernst signal in Ref . [47] . We also observe that for γ/t −→ ∞ or γ/t −→ −∞ the Nernst signal converges to a finite value which approximately vanishes as in the linearized model. It is important to note that, as in the linearized model, for a fixed value of the tilting parameter the anomalous Nernst signal monotonically increases with decreasing values of the chemical potential.
C. Anisotropy in the anomalous Nernst signal for type-II WSM
As the previous models were symmetric with respect to k x , k y there was no anisotropy in the anomalous Nernst signals between the cases when the temperature gradient is applied alongx orŷ axes. To illustrate the anisotropy when the temperature gradient is applied along and perpendicular to the tilt axis, we now consider a lattice model for a time reversal broken Weyl semimetal with the Weyl cones tilted along the k x axis,
Here, as before, σ's are conventional Pauli matrices, σ 0 is 2×2 unit matrix, and γ is the tilt parameter along the k x direction. We take the lattice parameters k 0 = 0, t x = t, and m = 2t. The Hamiltonian in Eq. (34) (34) is not symmetric in k x and k y , as the σ 0 term responsible for the tilting of the Weyl cones contains only k x . Consequently, we expect the system to show strong anisotropy between the cases when the applied temperature gradient is parallel or perpendicular to the tilt axis. For calculating the Nernst coefficient when the temperature gradient is along x direction and the generated electric field is in the y direction, we use the formula,
Similarly, for calculating the Nernst signal with temperature gradient along y direction and the generated electric field is in the x direction, we use the expression,
Here σ xy = σ yx and α xy = α yx due to symmetry in the anomalous terms. Finally, we calculate ∆ν = ν x − ν y as the signature of anisotropy in the anomalous Nernst signal in type-II Weyl semimetals that can be measured in experiments. In our model ∆ν was calculated according to Eqs. (25, 26, 29, 30, 31, 35, 36) . The anisotropy in the anomalous Nernst coefficient for this lattice model is illustrated in Fig. (7) . In the absence of tilting, i.e γ/t = 0, we don't observe any anisotropy, as expected for type-I WSM without tilting of Weyl cones. We find that the anisotropy increases with the tilting of the Weyl cones as the direction of tilt introduces a preferred direction on the x − y plane. Thus, the system responds differently when the applied temperature gradient is along the direction of tilt or perpendicular to it.
V. CONCLUSION
We study the anomalous Nernst signal of time reversal broken type-II Weyl semimetals for both low-energy linearized dispersion model with a high energy cut-off as well as for more realistic lattice models. We observe that the anomalous Nernst signal vanishes in the linearized model for zero tilting but for more realistic lattice models the anomalous Nernst effect is finite (in fact has a peak) when the tilt parameter vanishes. The vanishing of anomalous Nernst effect in the linearized model is thus an artifact of the low energy description and this agrees with a similar result in Ref. [58] (which treats only the case of zero tilting) and disagrees with Ref. [47] . We also study the anomalous Nernst signal in more realistic lattice models where the tilts are along the k z and k x axes. Generically, we find that the Nernst effect has a peak for zero tilting and decreases with increasing tilts of the Weyl cones. Importantly, we also find that the anomalous Nernst signal increases monotonically with decreasing values of the chemical potential, i.e., as the system approaches the undoped limit. A central result of this work is a pronounced anisotropy in the anomalous Nernst effect in type-II Weyl semimetals between the cases when the external temperature gradient is applied parallel and perpendicular to the tilt axis. The tilt in the Weyl cones introduces a preferred direction in momentum space and the corresponding symmetry breaking introduces strong anisotropy in topological response functions which can be used as an important marker for type-II WSMs in magnetic systems with spontaneously broken time reversal symmetry.
